"What Meghan Wants..."
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Just prior to the wedding it was reported that Meghan Markle wanted to wear a
particular Tiara, but she was blocked by the Queen. Allegedly, as a result, Harry
confronted his Grandmother and told her "What Meghan wants, Meghan gets!"
Meghan did not get what she wanted then and her "to do list" also included another
item in particular - the title of Prince for her son, the Sovereign's Great Grandson
Archie.
One can only speculate about what else was going through her mind - perhaps she also
thought that she should have been made a Princess instead of a Duchess and live in a
Palace rather than a granny flat in the grounds of a Palace.
However, it became clear what was going through her mind when she upped sticks to
the US via Canada with Harry and a UK taxpayer paid for protection team.
She had plotted revenge for their (her) "treatment". Which led to the "press conference"
with Oprah Winfrey (whom she had invited to the Royal Wedding).

Meghan’s Philanthropy
Meghan and Harry are promoting the idea that they are a caring couple working to
spread goodwill and love throughout the world - but Meghan's associations and
behaviour are a polar opposite to that narrative.
The cold revenge visited upon the British Royal Family after they and the British people
went out of their way to make them both welcome - is just one example.
Meghan's default position is "but what about me and how I have suffered!". She
showed little obvious care for the plight of Prince Phillip or the distress caused to the
Queen because of his illness and the attacks by her and Harry

Meghan and the Royal Family
The behaviour of M & H regarding the RF is appalling – clearly, they did not get what
they really wanted by being a part of it.
They have nothing to gain by attacking the Royal Family - unless they want to bring it
into disrepute based upon false claims of racism as a reason for not making Archie a
Prince and not providing protection at the expense of the UK taxpayer. The Canadians
also refused that ridiculous demand, and Biden is probably less likely - Harris might
offer though.
Archie was not discriminated against in any way - he was instead used by Meghan
and Harry as a centrepiece in a bizarre game of "hide and seek" with the Press and
the Public - which is largely continued.
The question of skin colour was put into the interview as a trap for the Queen - who
would be better off simply wishing them well and not rising to the bait.

This Harry and Meghan anti-Monarchy attack is calculated and precisely targeted at
undermining the institution itself - Meghan has been lauded by BLM co-founder Opal
Tometi and supporters including leading radical far-left US Democrats - but it was
only possible with help from Harry's insider knowledge.
Any attempt to bring them back into the RF should be strongly resisted - Meghan did
not get what she wanted - this time.

